New Graduate Programs

Executive Master in Healthcare Leadership (EMHCL)

MS-Energy Studies

MA-Islamic Studies

MS-Orthodontics

MA-Public Policy & International Affairs

MS-Rural Community Development

MS-Scholars in Health Research Program (SHARP)

MA-Transnational American Studies

Financial Aid Opportunities

Substantial financial aid opportunities to make higher education accessible to bright and motivated students.

Preparatory Intensive English Courses

Lack of proficiency in English is not a barrier to an AUB education.

Highlight: Research and Thesis Writing Workshops for Graduate Students

This year, the Jafet Library, the AUB Writing Center, and the Graduate Council are working together to present a series of one-hour workshops to new and continuing graduate students. The aim of the workshops is to introduce students to key concepts in research and academic writing, and to inform them about academic support available at AUB.

It is time to apply for Graduate Studies at AUB!

Early Deadline: February 10, 2014

Regular Deadline: April 1, 2014

Do not miss the opportunity of earning a Master's/PhD degree from AUB.

For application submission click here.

For Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) click here.

For Scholarship and Financial Aid options click here.

A timeline is also available on the Graduate Council website to better help you submit your application timely.

3rd annual CNRS-L/AUB awards ceremony (2014): Eight AUB PhD students receive research awards from CNRS-L

As in the two previous years, eight awards were given. Currently 24 PhD students are being funded as a result of this award. This year’s honorees are conducting research in the areas of Biomedical Sciences, Civil and Environmental Engineering, and Electrical and Computer Engineering.

An honorary ceremony was held on October 1, 2014 to announce the recipients of the CNRS-L/AUB award. This award was established in 2012 as a result of an agreement between the Lebanese National Council for Scientific Research (CNRS-L) and the American University of Beirut (AUB), whose partnership was based on the common goal of supporting graduate studies and research in Lebanon. The doctoral scholarship award provides funding for a period of three years to each awardee and allows them to conduct research in various scientific disciplines.

"This experience was above my expectations"

From Beirzeit University in Palestine to the American University of Beirut, Bilal al Rajoub came to achieve his dream in continuing his Master degree in Adult Care Nursing. "This experience was above my expectations" as Bilal said and added that he was impressed by the high standard of education and the well-organized program offered at the Rafic Hariri School of Nursing (HSON). "The professors were very cooperative and provided effective guidance in my academic plan."

Bilal concluded, "As a Palestinian student, although I went through hard times to settle down in a new country like Lebanon, I had a great experience in meeting very good Lebanese and international friends. Studying at AUB will give me various career opportunities after graduation. I highly encourage my fellow and colleagues at Beirzeit to come and study at AUB."